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t h e  t h i r s t y  d e n t i s t  j a n e t  g y e n e s

sherry revival
Southern Spain’s celebrated wine is far more than grandma’s tipple

Janet Gyenes is a magazine writer and editor who likes to dally in spirits, especially when 
discovering something like corenwyn jenever (a gin-like Dutch spirit)—straight or in cocktails 

like the “bramble.” Have a boozy idea or question? Send it to feedback@inprintpublications.com 

A tiny ladder—about eight inches 
long—rests against a sherry glass 
that’s sitting on the dirt floor of the 

bodega at González Byass, located in the 
heart of historic Jerez de la Frontera in south-
ern Spain. It’s a literal leg up and offering of 
sorts to the mice who once darted among 
the barrels, angling for a sip of spilled sherry 
(framed photos show them, whiskers well 
in the tipple; it’s a happy co-existence). Any 
creatures here today are likely lurking in the 
cellar’s shadows, where the winery has pro-
duced its famed Tío Pepe sherry since 1841.

Despite its long and colourful history, 
sherry is a bit of a mystery to many, especially 
people whose first taste was Harveys Bristol 
Cream or something similar. The super-sweet 

beverage had the reputation as being the 
go-to of grandmothers and great aunts, not 
serious drinkers, but it’s still produced—and 
pleasing palates worldwide. To confuse 
matters, cream sherries aren’t anything like 
creamy liqueurs at all. They’re not made with 
spirits and they don’t contain any dairy. But 
as with every misnomer, there’s a backstory. 
According to Harveys, when an aristocratic 
lady sampled its Bristol Milk sherry, along 
with a new, dark sherry, she declared: “If that 
is milk, then this is cream,” and so the name 
stuck.

So what is sherry? Like Portugal’s port 
and Madeira, sherry is a fortified wine, which 
means that pure grape spirit is added after 
fermentation. That boosts its alcohol content 

from about 11% to the range of 15 – 18%, 
depending on whether it’s a drier or sweeter 
wine. Also similar to port and Madeira, forti-
fication is what helped keep the wine from 
spoiling when it was transported overseas in 
barrels centuries ago. Today, Harveys Bristol 
Cream is still being produced, from vine 
to bottle, in Jerez and shipped to Bristol, 
England. 

But back to Spain. A trio of towns (Jerez 
de la Frontera, Sanlúcar de Barrameda and 
El Puerto de Santa María) comprise what’s 
known as the sherry triangle. The southern 
region of the country, Andalusia, is hot 
and dry and the albariza soils are white 
and chalky. Buildings are whitewashed to 
keep the heat from 
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continued on page 24 >>

1  Real 
Bodega de la 
Concha, built 
according to 
Gustave Eiffel’s 
plans, 1869 
2  100-year 

old Palomino 
grape vines  
3  Flor form-

ing on future 
fino sherry

Duke of Marlborough
1 oz. dry sherry
1 oz. sweet vermouth
1 dash orange bitters
1 twist orange peel  
Method Fill glass with ice, 
add all ingredients, mix 
thoroughly. Strain into a 
cocktail glass with ice.

1

2

3

Sherry is meant to be sipped at cellar temperature, but try it on the rocks as an apéritif.  Or use  
it in cocktails, like the Duke of Marlborough (below) or pair with a stronger spirit (we like tequila).{sipping tips}

must-
sample:

Tío Pepe’s 
Fino En 
Rama 
sherry

sip +

go!
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penetrating 
the thick walls and winds off the sea keep 
the summer sun from feeling oppressive. It’s 
here that white Palomino grapes thrive and, 
while unremarkable for table wines, their 
low acid is ideal for making dry sherry, better 
known as fino. It’s a light, crisp and even salty 
wine that’s often served chilled and sipped 
as an aperitif. 

Although Palomino is the predominant 
sherry grape, Pedro Ximenez—PX—grapes 
and sometimes Moscatel, are also grown; 
however they’re naturally sweeter. When 
PX grapes are picked, they’re left to dry out 
in the sun to concentrate their sugars even 
more before they’re pressed.

At González Byass, row upon row of 
Palomino grapevines covered in green 
leaves stand out against the pale, crumbly 
landscape, but the campy vineyard tour train 
I’m on blasts by, rattling its way to the next 
stop. Make no mistake, despite being family-
owned, González Byass is not a quaint little 
vineyard. It’s big business—15 million litres of 
Tío Pepe sherry is resting here—and guests 
aren’t allowed to wander off on their own. 

Blood-red geraniums planted in black 
casks along the path guide the way inside 
one of a series of bodegas. Here, massive 

barrels or butts, as 
they’re called, are 
stacked on top of each 
other, which is part of 
the fascinating solera 
system of blending and 
aging sherry. The oldest 
barrels sit on the bottom 
and each year some wine from the 
younger barrels above is mixed in. By the 
time sherry makes it into the bottle (after 
resting for a minimum of five years) it can 
be composed of several vintages of sherry 
or even up to a 100, which contributes to its 
complexity. 

Some of the sherry butts bear single or 
double slash marks drawn in white chalk. 
Single means the wine is destined to be a 
fino. A barrel that’s been outfitted with a 
transparent bottom shows some telltale 
signs of how fino sherries come to be. In this 
barrel, a heavy crust forms on the top of the 
young wine. Called flor, it’s a yeast that pro-
tects the sherry from oxidization, plus gives 
it some of its nutty flavour. During the aging 
process, if the flor is thin or doesn’t form, the 
wine will become darker and sweeter, which 
is characteristic of oloroso sherry, indicated 
by a double slash.  

The chalk slashes 
aren’t the only marks 
on the barrels. In 

bodegas Los Reyes and 
La Constancia, celebrities 

such as Portuguese 
writer José Saramago, 

American filmmaker 
Steven Spielberg, and Brazilian race car 
driver Ayrton Senna, have scrawled their 
signatures on the barrels. Kings, queens and 
other dignitaries have also visited, and the 
work of architect Gustave Eiffel is seen in the 
Real Bodega de la Concha, a seashell-shaped 
cellar that was built here in 1869 according 
to his plans. 

Back outside, 100-year-old vines thick as 
my arm, crawl up the walls of the build-
ings. They shade the corridor that leads to a 
special spot at the bottom of some narrow 
stairs. It’s the private stash of the fino sherry’s 
namesake—Tío Pepe—or Uncle Joe as the 
founder of González Byass called him. Tío 
Pepe created his ultra-dry sherry in 1841, 
a handful of years after the winery was 
founded. Perhaps he retreated to this quiet 
and cool spot to sample some sherry. And 
maybe some diminutive creatures hid in the 
shadows, hoping for a sip to drop.  
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The 36th Australian Dental Congress
Wednesday 25th to Sunday 29th March 2015

Invitation from the Congress Chairman

On behalf of the Local Organising Committee of the 36th Australian Dental Congress, it is with great pleasure that I invite you  
to attend Congress and enjoy the river city of Brisbane.

Over three and a half days, highly acclaimed International and Australian speakers supported by contemporary  research, will present a wide range of 
subjects relevant to practice. These presentations will be complimented by hands on workshops, Lunch and Learn sessions, specific programmes 
for members of the dental team. Social activities will be available for relaxation purposes.

The Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre is adjacent to the Southbank Precinct on the banks of the Brisbane River.  
Nearby is the Queensland Performing Arts Complex, the Queensland Museum and the Queensland Art Gallery and Gallery 
of Modern Art. A comprehensive industry exhibition will be held alongside the Congress enabling delegates access 
between scientific sessions to view the latest in equipment and materials. 

Come and join us for the scientific programme, the opportunity to meet  
colleagues and the experience Brisbane has to offer.

Dr David H Thomson

Congress Chairman 
36th Australian Dental Congress
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{glass-  

ware} copita
Sip sherry in the  

traditional copita glass  
(also used for whisky 
tastings), or just use 

a rosé glass.


